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Parade celebrating the arrival of the Holy Fire (4)
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Palestinians celebrate the arrival of the Holy Fire in the occupied West Bank city of Ramallah, on May 1, 2021, as Orthodox Christians mark Great Saturday (Holy Saturday), a day ahead of Easter. (Photo by Abbas MOMANI / AFP)
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Palestinians celebrate the arrival of the Holy Fire in the occupied West Bank city of Ramallah, on May 1, 2021, as Orthodox Christians mark Great Saturday (Holy Saturday), a day ahead of Easter. (Photo by Abbas MOMANI / AFP)
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Palestinian women take pictures with their mobile phones, of a parade celebrating the arrival of the Holy Fire in the occupied West Bank city of Ramallah, on May 1, 2021, as Orthodox Christians mark Great Saturday (Holy Saturday), a day ahead of Easter. (Photo by Abbas MOMANI / AFP)
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Palestinians scouts share the Holy Fire in the streets of the occupied West Bank city of Ramallah on May 1, 2021, as Orthodox Christians mark Great Saturday (Holy Saturday), a day ahead of Easter. (Photo by Abbas MOMANI / AFP)
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